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I. INTRODUCTION 
The problem discussed in this thesis arose from an 
examination of the methods used to compute the complex 
characteristic roots of a matrix. It occurred to the 
author that the relative simplicity of the computation 
of the characteristic roots in the case of a normal matrix 
indicates that some suitable extension of the normal 
matrix theory may apply to general matrices. 
By a general matrix is meant an arbitrary real matrix 
A with distinct non-zero characteristic roots. The theory 
developed here breaks down for the complex case and the 
repeated root case and is incomplete for the singular case. 
A special reduction of a general matrix to a normal 
matrix leads to a polynomial p{A) which has properties 
analogous to those of the conjugate transpose of a normal 
matrix. The reduction of the general matrix can be made 
without specific knowledge of the characteristic roots, 
but the principal aim of this investigation is to study 
the properties of p(A) and the application of those prop­
erties to the characteristic root problem. 
The philosophy behind the application of this theory 
to the characteristic root problem is to carry out the 
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analysis in the real number field. Clearly, this cannot 
be done in linear fashion. However, the methods given 
here bring the non-linear aspects of this particular theory 
within the scope of practical solution. 
It is helpful to know the nature of the roots of A, 
that is, the number of complex roots. This is easily 
accomplished by the following well known criterion; 
The number of distinct real characteristic roots of 
A is equal to the signature of the matrix 
( '  Si 
Ss 
\i, 
where si is the trace of A^ 
The results from Theorem 2,6 on are apparently arigi-
nal although some of the results of Chapter IV are implicit 
in the general structure theory of algebras. 
In regard to notation, A" is the transpose of A, 
A'Sfr = A' is the conjugate transpose of A, and x is a vector 
(Xi,X3,X3,..,,Xn), 
Si Sg • • • 3n-i 
Sg S3 . . . Sn 
Sg S4 ... Sn+1 
,-1 Sn sn+i . , , Sgn-s 
^0, Perron, Algebra, vol. 2, p,2. Walter de Gruyter 
and Co. 1933. 
II. PRQPERTILS OP NORllAL tiATRICES AND REDUCTION OF 
A MATRIX TO mmikL FORM 
The definition and some special properties of normal 
matrices are included in this chapter. In addition it is 
proved that a matrix with linear elementary divisors can 
be reduced to a normal matrix by a positive definite her-
mitian similarity transformation. Specifically, the pur^ 
pose of this chapter is twofold: to prove Theorem 2,6, 
and ultimately to make clear the analogy between It when 
A is normal and the polynomial p(A) of Chapter III when A 
is general. 
Definition S.l. A matrix A is normal if and only if 
AA* = A*A. 
Theorem 2.1. A necessary and sufficient condition 
that UAU* = D, where U is unitary and D is diagonal, is 
that A be normal.^ 
Theorem 2 , 2 ,  If A is normal, and UAU* = D is diagonal 
with U unitary, then 
U(A-^ )U^  =^ (D), 
HfecDuffee, C.CB The theory of matrices. N.Y, 
Chelsea Publishing Co. p. 76. 1946. 
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and p 
U(AA^)U^ = U(A^A)U« = (mod D) 
whereJ^{D), ^-(D), and (mod D)® are respectively the real 
part of D, the imaginary part of D, and DD*,^ 
Theorem 2,3. If A is normal, then is a polynomial 
in A determined by the characteristic roots of A, and, 
conversely, if A* is a polynomial in A, then A is normal,^ 
If A has distinct roots, the polynomial is unique. 
Theorem 2.4. If A is normal and non-singular, then 
the characteristic roots of Alt are 
where e± is the argument of the i-th characteristic root of A. 
Proof: Let UAU^ = D, where D is diagonal. Then 
UA-^U* = D~^. Let D = RE in which R = diag{ lAi |, [Ag |,...,|Xnl) 
and E = diag(e^^^,e^^®,,.., Then one has 
UAA*"^U^ = UAU'^UA*"^U* = DD"^« = RER^^E^"^ = EE«""^ . 
The matrix EE*"^ = diag{e^^^^,e^^^®,... , and the 
proof is thus completed. 
Theorem 2.5. If A is non-singular, it can be uniquely 
expressed as the product UH of a unitary matrix by a posi­
tive definite hermitian matrix. If A is also normal, U 
and H commute.® 
^Parker, W.V, The characteristic roots of matrices. 
Duke Math, J. vol, 12, p. 519-526. 1945. 
^Williamson, John. Matrices normal with respect to a 
hermitian matrix. Amer. J, Math, vol,60, po355-373. 1938. 
%acDuffee, op» cit., p, 77. 
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Corollary 2.5. If A is real non singular, it can be 
expressed uniquely as the product OS of an orthogonal matrix 
by a positive definite symmetric matrix. 
Theorem £.6, If A is any matrix with linear elementary 
divisors, there exists a positive definite hermitian matrix 
H such that 
HAH-i = N, 
where N is normal, and conversely. N will be called a nor­
mal form of A, 
Proof: A has linear elementary divisors. Therefore 
there exists a non-singular Q such that 
D 
with D diagonal. By Theorem 2.5, the matrix Q, can be 
written 
Q = UH 
where U is unitary and H is positive definite hermitian. 
Thus 
= D 
HAH-^ = I^DU = N, 
W is normal because D is normal and a unitary transformation 
of a normal matrix remains normal. 
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III. THE NORMAL FORM AM) p(A) 
In Theorem 2,6 there is defined a normal matrix N 
which is similar to the matrix A provided the latter has 
linear elementary divisors. The similarity transformation 
is effected by a positive definite hermitian matrix. In 
this chapter the polynomial p(A) is derived and its elemen­
tary properties are established. 
Upon application of the condition of normality to the 
matrix N, there results 
NN* = N*N 
HAH-^H'^A^H = H"^A«HHAH"^. 
If the latter equation is multiplied left and right by H 
and respectively and if = J, the equation becomes 
JAJ-3.A* = A*JAJ-l , 
This equation shows that JAJ"' commutes with A*. Upon 
further restricting the matrix A^ to be non-derogatory, 
one can conclude that JAJ""^ is a scalar polsmomial in A^',^ 
Denoting this polynomial in A^' by p(A*) one obtains 
JAJ-^ = p{A*) , (2) 
Taber. On a theorem of Sylvester's relating to 
ijion-degenerate matrices, Proc, Amer, Acad. Arts Sci, 
Tol, 27, p. 46-56, 1891-1892. 
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If A is of order n, p(if) can be assumed to be of 
degree (n-1) since any higher degree terms can be reduced 
by the minimum function of A » 
Theorem 5«1, A = pCp(-^0 • 
Proof: From Equation (2), 
JAJ""' = pIA"") 
and J"'^A*J » p(A) , 
Solving the latter equation for A*^, one obtains 
A* = Jp(A)J-^ = p(JAJ-^) . 
Substituting for A* in JAJ"^ = p(if ) gives 
JAJ"^ = p|jp(JAJ"^)] = Jp(J(A)"]j'^. 
Multiplying left and right by and J respectively gives 
the required result (3). 
In the following text, the matrices A,J,p(A),H,N, etc,, 
are as defined above. 
Theorem 3«2. If B is any matrix similar to A, then 
p(B^) is similar to B by a positive definite hermitian 
transformation where JAJ"^ = p{i#). 
Proof: V/rite QAQ"^ = B, then A = Q,~^BQ,. Substitute 
in the equation JAJ""^ = p(A*). Thus 
JQ'^ BQJ""^  = p(Q*B«q"^ ) = Q*p(B*)Ci""^ *. 
Multiply left and right by and Q,* respectively and 
obtain = p(E?^). 
The matrix is positive definite since J 
is positive definite, and the theorem is proved. 
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From Theorem 3.2, it is evident that p{x) is invari­
antly associated with the matrix A under similarity. The 
transforming matrix J, of course, changes but remains posi­
tive definite. 
Theorem 3,3. If A has distinct characteristic roots, 
invariantly associated with the matrix A is a unique poly­
nomial p(x) of degree n-1 or less such that 
JAJ"^ » p{A* ) . 
Proof: Let HAH*"^ = N so that A = Then 
= p(N*) , 
g 
Since J = H , this last equation becomes 
N » p(N*) , 
where N is normal. By Theorem 2,3, a normal matrix N is 
uniquely expressible as a rational function of N*, 
Of particular interest in this discussion is the case 
where the matrix A is general, as defined in Chapter I, 
Theorem 3,4. If A is a real matrix with distinct 
characteristic roots, then the coefficients of p(A') are 
real. 
Proof: Let QAQ"^ ~ JX, where 
/ Ag 0 I 
A -
\ 
is the diagonal form of A, Because A. is normal, one can 
A= p{A*) = p(A)-
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If Xi = a+13 is a complex characteristic root and Aj 
is its conjugate, one obtains the scalar equations 
= p(Aj}  
Aj = p{Ai). 
The conjugate of the second equation is 
Ai = p{/\j) . 
Therefore, p(>^*) = P(Aj) for all j = l,2,3,...,n. 
Thus, p(/\) ^ p(A) .  
Now transform back to the matrix A and obtain 
p(W^) = 
or p(A) « p{A) . (4) 
The matrix A is real so that the coefficients of p{A) are 
real. 
It is now evident that the matrix p{A) plays a role 
analogous to the conjugate transpose of a normal matrix. 
Theorem 3,5. The characteristic roots of A"*'P,(Al, 
2 
Ap(A), and A[p(A)] ^ are respectively the real part, 
2i 
the imaginary part, the square of the moduli, and the expo­
nential of twice the argument of the roots of A. 
Proof; HAH"^ = N is normal so that 
N-f# _ Em'^+K'^fE 
2 ~ 3 
If the matrix on the right hand side is multiplied left and 
right by and H respectively, the characteristic roots 
are unaltered. One obtains 
A+J"^A» J _ A+p(A) 
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but the roots of are the real parts of the roots 
of A by Theorem 2,2, The proofs of the other parts of the 
theorem are similar# 
Theorem 3.6, If A is real, then JqAJq"^ = p(A*), where 
JQ can be chosen as{^{J) and is positive definite. 
Proof: Let J = then 
(Jo+iJi)A » p(AM(Jo^iJi) . 
By equating real parts of this equation, there results 
JqA = p{A*)Jo. 
To prove JQ is positive definite, consider xJQX*, for 
every real vector x =j= xJx' is real and greater than 
zero because J is positive definite. Therefore 
x ( =  xJqX'  >  0, 
The following illustrative example for a 2 x 2 matrix 
makes use of much of the material derived in this chapter. 
Let the matrix A be given, and letX^-CiX-Cg = 0 be 
its characteristic equation, 
(ail 
^21 ^28 
The polynomial p(A) is of first degree. Let 
p{A) = aA+0I, 
where a and j3 are real scalars to be determined. From 
Equation (3), p(p(A)J = A, Thus 
p[p(A)]] 5 a(aA+pi)+0I = A 
or 
(a -l)A+(a3+p)I = 0, 
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A is assumed non-derogatory and hence satisfies a second 
degree minimum equation so that the coefficients of the 
above equation must vanish. Therefore 
a® = 1 and 3(a+l) = 0. 
Two possible solutions arise from this equation, namely 
a = 1 
and 
3 = 0 
roi = -1 
^3 = ci . 
The value;^ 3=Ci is necessary so that the trace of p{A) is 
equal to the trace of A. The cases corresponding to these 
two solutions are discussed separately. 
Case I. If a=l, 3=0, then p(A)) = A*. Therefore 
JA = A'J J 
Now let 
be the positive definite hermitian matrix. From the equation 
1 ^2 \ / ail aisX /ail ^21 \ / 1 
J s  j i  /  V  ® s i  a s s /  ^ a i s  ^ z z  j  \  0  2  J i  
one can obtain sufficient linear equations in the unknowns 
ji and jg to find J, This matric equation is satisfied if 
one picks ji > 0 and 
•i - agij'i - ai8 U 2 ~ • 
^22 - ail 
One needs only to insure that J be positive definite with 
the choice made for Ji. By direct computation orm can 
verify that ji must be chosen so that 
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(aii-ag2) ^"^Saigagi-Ziaii-a^s) +4aiga2i (an-agg) ^ . 
' ~ • < ji < 
Sagi 
(aii-aga) •'•2aiaagi+/(aii-asg) +4aigagi(an-agg) 
Sagi® 
This selection for is possible only if (an-agg)® 
+ 4ai2agi > 0 which is precisely the condition that the 
roots of A be real. 
Case II. If a = -1, 8 = ci, then p(A') = -A'+Cil. 
JA = (-A'+CiI)J, (ci = aii+agg) 
Proceeding as in Case I gives 
1 jsN / ^11 aigX /agg -agi 
<32 3i / \ ^ si ass; \-ai2 ail 
as the matric equation to be solved for J. To satisfy 
this matric equation, one must have 
Oi = - and 0*8= where agi =|» 0, 
agi 
Therefore the matrix J is given by 
aga~aii 
2a2i 
••ai2 
agi 
For J to be positive definite, the condition 
-4ai2agi > (a22-aii) 
must be satisfied. Note that this condition implies that 
agi =1= 0 as was required above. This is the precise condi­
tion that A have complex roots. 
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The results of this example suggest, in the general 
case, that p(A) = A when A has real roots« If A has any 
complex roots, then p(A) is of degree n-1 or less. Both 
of these facts can be easily proved by use of the inter­
polation formula® 
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IV. THE ALGEBRA OP REAL POLYNOMIALS IN A REAL mTRIX 
The class of all real scalar polynomials in a given 
real matrix constitutes a matric algebra over the field 
of reals. This algebra will be denoted by R(A). The 
degree of the polynomials in R{A) can be assumed to be 
less than or equal to u-1, where u is the degree of the 
minimum function of A, It will be assumed throughout 
this chapter that A has distinct characteristic roots. 
The study of the polynomial p(A) of the previous 
chapter leads to the study of a special aspect of R(A), 
namely, that R(A) contains a sub-algebra H(A) which 
consists of all matrices in R(A) v/ith real characteristic 
roots, so if the matrix A has real characteristic roots 
then H(A) = R(A). However, if A has any pairs of complex 
roots then H{A) is a proper sub-algebra of R(A), A 
detailed analysis is made of possible bases for H(A). 
There will also be derived some relations between the 
algebras R(A) and R(A'). 
Ao Automorphisms of R(A) 
Associated with the algebra R(A) is the group of 
automorphisms of R(A), Let cr[R(A)] denote the image of 
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R(A) under an automorphism CT, All these automorphisms 
of R(A) can be found by studying the images of A itself. 
Assuming that A has minimum equation (j)(A) = 0, one ob­
serves that 
A cr(A) 
(j){A) (A)3 = . 
Therefore the mapping is a similarity transformation 
CT(A) = SAS'^ since it preserves the characteristic roots 
of A. Conversely, any real polynomial in A which is simi­
lar to A defines an automorphism of R(A), These facts are 
summarized in the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between the automorphisms of R(A) and the elements of R(A) 
which are similar to A. 
B. Elements of R(A) V/hich Are Similar to A 
lor consideration of polynomials in A which are simi-
r 
lar to A, there is no loss of generality in replacing A by 
A= TAT'^, where A is diagonal, as the algebra R(A) is iso­
morphic to the algebra R{A), 
Let q(A) be an element in R(A) which is similar to A, 
Then 
A q(A) = EAE"^ 
is an automorphism of R(A). All of the images of A under 
the automorphisms of R(A) are matrices Ap, where Ap is 
derived from A by permutations of the diagonal elements and 
Ap is in R(A). The following theorem tells explicitly which 
-16~ 
permutations these are. 
Theorem 4.3, Every automorphism of R{A) is determined 
by a permutation of the real diagonal elements of A among 
themselves, a permutation of complex pairs among themselves, 
and an interchange of conjugate elements, performed in any 
possible manner. 
Proof; Let A= diag(Ai,^2,., .  , X n )» Any particular 
polynomial in A which is similar to A can be found by 
solving the equations 
^ ^i^j ^ 1,2,..,,n) 
i«6 
for the coefficients aj[ by Cramer's rule. Among the nl 
solutions of these systems, only the real solutions are 
elements of R(A). Let Xjt be a real root. Then no real 
linear combination of the powers of could be equal to 
a complex root. Since none of the real roots can gener­
ate a complex root, the complex roots must generate them­
selves. 
More abstractly, R(A) is a direct sum of complex and 
real fields. Then any automorphism is a correspondence 
among the complex fields together with a correspondence 
among the real fields and automorphisms of the complex 
fields within themselves. 
As an illustration, suppose A to be fifth order, non-
derogatory, with complex roots A,A and real roots u,v,w. 
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= A 
qi(A) 
qs(A) 
q4(A) 
diag(A,X,u,v,w) 
dias(X,A,u,v,w) 
diag(X,\ ,v,u,w) 
diag(X,>^,v,w,u) 
diag( XjUj-^.VjW) 
The matrices qQ,qi,q.2, and qs are each in R(A). The poly­
nomial q4{A} is not in R(A) for, if it were, then 
ao+aiu+a2U®+a3U®+a4U^ == X 
would possess a real solution for the a^'s. The polynomial 
qi(A) is the p(A) of the previous chapter. One can see that 
one similarity which takesy\ into qi(A) is 
0 1 0 0  0 \ j ^  0 0 0  0 \  j  0  1  0  0  0 \  ^ X o o  0  0 ^  
0 A 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0  0  1 0  0  0 0 u 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 V 0 
\ 0 0 0 0 w 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0  0  1 0  0  
0 0 0 1 0 
\o 0 0 0 1/ 
0 X 0 0 0 
0 0 u 0 0 
0 0 0 V 0 
\ 0 0 0 0 w' . 
Written more briefly, this equation is 
= <11 (A) . Ei/VEi 
Theorem 4.5. Each qi{A) in R{A) is given explicitly 
cii(A) = QiAQi'S • 
where 
Qi = T-^EiT, TAT"^ =A, and Ei"^qi(A)Ei = A. 
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The proof follows by an easy substitution and will 
be omitted. The matrix Qi in general is not real. A real 
form will be displayed later. 
We note that some of these automorphisms are involutory, 
that is, two applications of these automorphisms returns 
each element to itself. In particular, A <-> p(A) is 
clearly such an involutory automorphism. Thus, R(A) is a 
simple illustration of an involutory algebra and, because 
it is commutative, every involutory mapping onto itself is 
an automorphism, 
C. Star (prime) Commutativity With a Positive 
Definite Hermitian Matrix 
If the matrix A is real, Equation (2) and the results 
of Theorems 3.1 and 3,6 can be written as follows; 
JAJ-^ - p(A') (5) 
A = p(p(A)] (6) 
with the matrix J real positive definite symmetrici! 
By taking the transpose of Equation (5) and solving 
for A», there results 
Jp(A)r^=A', (7) 
The addition of Equation (5) and (7) gives 
j(a+p(A)3j"^ = A'+p(A') , (0) 
while the multiplication of these two gives 
J A p ( A ) =  A ' p ( A ' ) .  ( 9 )  
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Equations (8) and (9) suggest the following useful 
definition: 
Definition 4.1. If matrices X and Y with complex 
coefficients are so related that YX = (or YX = X'Y), 
then X is said to star coimaute(prime commute in the real 
case) with Y. It is to he noted that X star commuting with 
Y does not imply that Y star commutes with X. 
On the basis of the definition of prime commutativity, 
it is easily seen from Equations (8) and (9) that the mat­
rices A+p(A) and Ap(A) each prime commute with J. 
Theorem 4«4. Any real matrix B with linear elementary 
divisors which prime commutes with a positive definite her-
mitian matrix C has real characteristic roots. 
Proof; It is given that 
BC = cm . 
Let TBT ^ = A (diagonal) , Then 
TBT'^TCT^^ = TCT^^T'^^B^T* 
A C o  =  CqA ^  
where Cq = TOT* remains positive definite. The last equar 
tion may be written 
T ^  ik^kj ®Z, ^ik^jk > 
^ k k 
which, because Aijc ~ 0 it i=fk,  becomes 
^ i i ^ i j -  C i j X j j  
or 0 for all i and j. 
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If i^j, and because Oj^^> 0 in a positive definite hermitian 
matrix, the last equations prove that 
^ii =^ii» 
If theX^^ are distinct, then it follows from 
{^ ii - A = 0 
that Cj^j = 0 when i=f=j, hence the matrix Cq is positive defi­
nite, real and diagonal. 
As a direct result of Theorem 4.4, the matrices A+p{A) 
and Ap(A) must have real characteristic roots. This fact 
was shown by other considerations in Chapter III. 
D. The Algebra H(A) 
Real linear combinations of the matrices A+p(A) and 
Ap(A), which are of course elements of R{A), and their powers 
will result in elements of R(A) with real characteristic 
roots. This fact leads to the study of the class of all 
elements in R{A} which have real characteristic roots. 
Theorem 4.5. The set of all elements of R(A) which 
prime commute with J form a sub-algebra H(A). 
Proof; Let hi(A) and hg(A) be any two elements of R(A) 
which prime commute with J. Then the equations 
Jhi(A) = hi(A')J 
Jhg(A) = he(A')J 
imply that 
j[ahi{A)+ph2(A)3 = [ahi (A')+8h8 (A*)] J 
Jpii (A) hg (A)] »= [^hi (A') hg (A')] J , where a and B 
are real scalars. The set evidently contains the identity elsmenb. 
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Tlie sub-algebra H{A) of the above theorem contains 
only elements which have real characteristic roots by-
Theorem 4.4, It will be shown in the next section that 
every element of R(A) which has real characteristic roots 
will prime commute with J and, hence, is in H(A). 
E. A Basis For R(A) and H{A) 
The following theorem is useful for further study and 
application of the algebras R(A.) and H(A) and in particular 
for computing p(A). The special involution A <-> p(A) as 
defined earlier will be used often in the following sections, 
so for brevity let 
p(A) = P. 
Theorem 4.6. If the matrix A has characteristic roots 
with real parts of the complex roots distinct from real 
roots and each other, and imaginary parts distinct, then 
I, (A+P), (A+P)®,...,(A+P)^"^"^,{A-P),(A-P)®,...,(A-P)®^''^ 
is a basis for R(A), where k is the number of pairs of 
complex roots. 
Proof; Consider A and P in diagonal form_/\ and ^ , 
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Then 
T(A+P)T"=A+A= 
/Si iiai 
2a I 
2a! 
2a! 
2a 1 (10) 
2a 1 
'2^ 1 
•2Xj 
9 
2^n-2k 
where ajiiipj are complex roots and theXi's are real roots. 
This matrix is derogatory with index n-k. Therefore, I, 
(A+A), (A+A)®,..,, are independent. 
Now consider the matrix 
fei$i 
-2i0: 
•2ip. 
-Sipa, 
T(A-P)T'=A-A 
2i3k 
-2i8i 
0 
(11) 
0 
This matrix is derogatory with index 2k. Therefore, I, 
/V„A, (A-A)';..., are independent. The matrices 
with 1 ^  k each have pure imaginary character­
istic roots so that each of these are independent of the 
matrices (A+A)^, j n-k-1, which have real roots. 
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The total number of independent matrices in these two 
sets is l+{n-k-l)+k = n. This number is sufficient to 
generate R{A) , and hence R(A). 
Corollary 1. The matrices I, (A+P), (A+P)^ ..,,(A+I)^^^ 
are a basis for H(A), 
Proof; Let hi(A) be an element of H{A). Then 
hi (A) = aol+aj (A+P) + ...an-k-i(A+P)^"^""^+bi(A-P) 
+ b3(A-P)^..bek-l{A-P)®^"•^ 
hi (A) has real characteristic roots so that bi=b3=,, .b2k-i=Cl 
Corollary 2. Let K{A) be the vector sub-space of R{A) 
such that each element ki(A) of K(A) has pure imaginary 
characteristic roots, then (A-P), (A-P)®,..,,(A-P)is 
a basis for K(A), 
The proof is similar to that of Corollary 1, 
By Theorem 4.6, every element of R(Ay which has real 
characteristic roots can be expressed as a linear combina­
tion of the basis elements listed in Corollary 1, This 
proves the following theorem: 
Theorem 4»7. For a matrix A satisfying the condi­
tions of Theorem 4.6, every element of R(A) which has real 
characteristic roots is an element of H(A). 
The conditions of Theorem 4.6 and Theorem 4e7 on the 
matrix A can be removed if one uses in addition to powers 
of A+P also the powers of the matrix AP for a basis of H(A) 
and odd powers of A®-P^ in the basis of K{A). Hereafter,the 
matrix A is assumed to fulfill the conditions of Theorem 4.6. 
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An easy consequence of the basis Theorem 4,6 is the 
following characterization of the automorphism A <-> P; 
Theorem 4.8, The automorphism A <-> P is the only 
one other than the identity which leaves the elements of 
H(A) elementwise invariant. 
Proof: From Equation (6) 
A = p[p(A)] , 
Under the automorphism A <-> P, 
(A+P)^ <-> (P+A}^, 
so that the automorphism A <-> P leaves the basis elements 
invariant. On the other hand, if A <->> q(A) ^  then 
(A+P) <-> q(A)+p[q{A)] + (P+A) . 
For certain simple algebras the concept of "even" 
and "odd" elements is found useful,^ In thealgebra R(A), 
which is generally not simple, an analogous concept presents 
itself naturally. We will call the elements of H(A) "even" 
elements and the elements of K(A) "odd" elements. The fol­
lowing theorem is easily proved. 
Theorem 4,9. Every element r(A) of R(A) can be written 
uniquely as r{A) = E+0 = E+QEi, where E, are even, 0, Q, 
^te odd and Q, = A-P is therefore a fixed matrix. 
Furthermore, ^ r(A)+r[p(A)] 
E ~ "" '' 
S 
2 
Weyl. Generalized Riemann matrices. Ann, of Math, 
vol, 3,p.709-745, 1936, Also A,A. Albert. Structure of 
algebras. A,M,S, Colloquium Pub. vol,24,p,151, 1939, 
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F, iln Idempotont Basis For H(A) 
It is evident that any idempotont elements of R(A) 
are elements of H{A). The existence of idempotont elements 
in H{A) is proved in the next theorem. 
Thcorom 4.10. The algebra H(A) contains exactly n-k 
unique primitive^ orthogonal idempotont elements. 
Proof; By Theorem 4,6, the matrices I,(A+P),(A+P)..., 
(A+P)^"^~^ are a basis for H(A), The matrix A+P satisfies 
a minimum equation of degree n-k. Using tho notation of 
Theorem 4,6, this minimum equation may bo written 
{x-3ai) (x-Sdg)... {x-2aj5.) (x-2Xi)... (x-2Xn-sk) " 0* 
, X (x-2ai) (x-Sag),., (x-2ak) (x-2>b.)... (x-2An-2k) f^(x) ^ (12) 
(i=l,2,,..,k) 
, , (x-2ai)(x-2a8).,.(x-2ak)(x-2Xi).,.(x-2in-sk) 
. (x-sxi) ; - (13) (i=l,2,...,n-2k) 
then the matrices 
fi(A+P) , . , X 
Fi = -pi (i«l,2,...,k) (14) 
|trCfi(A+P)] 
are rank two idempotont elements, and the matrices 
&! " , (1-1,2,...,n-?,k) (15) 
•tr LSi (A+P) J 
arc rank one idempotent elements. This latter fact is easily 
verified by inspoction of tho diagonal form of A+P, namely, 
Equation (10). The orthogonality properties of these 
^not the sum of two othor idompotonts of smaller rank. 
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idempotent elements is evident because the product of any 
two distinct matrices of the Fi's and Gi's contains the 
minimum equation of A+P as a factor. 
The n-k matrices^ Fi's and G-i'a, are independent of 
each other so that they may be used as a basis for H{A), 
To show uniqueness of the primitive idempotents, 
suppose Q is another primitive idempotent which is a poly­
nomial in A, Then 
By multiplying these two equations successively by 
Fi,F2, • • * • • • »Gn-gk o"'® obtains the equations 
From these equations, one can deduce that the ai's and bi's 
are either zero or one. Since Q is assumed primitive, only 
one of the ai's and bi»s is non-zero. Therefore Q is equal 
to one of the other idempotents. 
-  k ^ n - 2 k  
Q aiFi+7 biGi 
H=1 ^i«i 
Because Q is assumed idempotent, Q® « Q, so that 
Wi =• aiFi = 
Q,Fg = agFg = ag Fg 
QFjj. = agFjj. = ag^ Fij. 
QGi = biGi « bi^Gi 
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G, Isomorphisms of R(A) ana R{A') 
The basic equation JAJ"^ = p(A') defines an isomor­
phism with R(A') which is generally distinct from WAVr^® A' 
where W is real. This suggests that R(A) should be studied 
together with R(A'). 
-I 
R(A) 
P( A) 
HAH 
H(A) 
A-)-P(A) 
figure 4«1. The algebras R{A) and R(AM. 
If there is a non-trivial intersection of R{A) and R(A'), 
it will be of value in constructing a basis for H(A), The 
theory of this section is deficient in that it does not 
exhibit a method for finding a matrix B similar to A such 
that R(B)AR{B') is non-trivial. 
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To facilitate calculations, the matrix A will be 
transformed under similarity to the rational canonical 
form. Let YAY'^ = M, where 
0 1 0 ... 0 0 0 
0 0 1 ,..0 0 0 
M = • • • 
« • • 
f • • 
(16) 
0 1 0 
... 0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Cn Cn-i Cn -g . . .  Cg  G g  C i  
The characteristic eqtuation of this matrix is 
®...-Cn-i'^-Cn = 0. 
The powers of M are readily computed. If R{M) and 
R(M') have any elements in common other than the trivial 
ones(scalar multiples of the identity) there will be solu­
tions to the n® linear equations given by ri(M) = rg{M'). 
Written explicitly, this matric equation is 
xiM'^'^+XaRt'^*"®.. .Xn-iM+Xnl = yiM'^""^+ygM'^7f .yn-iM+ynI.(17) 
Solutions other than 
Xn = yn, xi = X2...xn-i = yi = yg ^.*.yn-i = 0 
and Xi = xg ...= xn = yi = yg ...= yn = 0 
are desired. In general no other solutions are possible 
as will be illustrated with a 4x 4 matrix. Let 
0  1 0  0  
0  0  1 0  
0 0 0 1 
\ 04 O3 Cg Ci 
M = 
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Then the higher powers of M are 
= 
0  1  0  { 
0 0  0  1  
C4 C 3  C 2  C x  
\
2 O1C4 C1C3+C4 CiCg+C3 C1+C2 
3 M = 
0 
04 
C1O4 
0 
0 3  
C1C3+C4 
0 
01C2+03 
1 
Cl 
cf+Og 
\ 
c i + B o x C s j  
+ C1C4 +C1C3+C4 -i-cs 
0:fc4"'"C2C4 + C:fcg + c2 
The left hand side of Equation (17) becomes 
ri(M) = XiM^+X2M®+X3M+X4l 
or explicitly, ri(M) = 
'X4 X3 Xg 
X1C4 X1C3+X4 XiCg+X3 
X1C1C4 
+X2C4 
Xi{CiC3+C4) 
+X2C3 
Xl{CiCg+C3) 
+X2C2+X4 
Xlfci 04+0004) Xi(CiC3+C8C3+CiC4) Xi(cfc2+c|+pic3+C^) 
+X2O1C4 +X2(CiC3+C4) +Xe{CiCfe+C3) 
+X3C4 +X3C3 +X3Cg 
Xl 
X1C1+X2 
X i  ( O i  +  C Q )  
+X2C1+X3 
XI(CI+2CIC2+C3) 
+X3C1+X4 
the right hand side of Equation (17) is 
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/ 
r2(M')= 
74 yiC4 
73 7l03+74 
7s 7102+73 
7ICIC4 
+7204 
7 1 ( 0 1 0 3 + 0 4 )  
+7SC3 
71(0103+03) 
+7202+74 
7i 7ICI+72 71(01+03) 
+7201+73 
7 1 ( 0 1 0 4 + 0 3 0 4 )  
+720104+7304 
7 1 ( 0 1 0 3 + 0 3 0 3 + 0 1 0 4 )  
+7s ( 0 1 C 3 + C 4 )  
+73C3 
7l(0i03+0|+Ci03+04) 
+ 7 2 ( 0 1 0 3 + 0 3 )  
+7302 
3 
(B) 
7 1 ( 0 1 + 2 0 1 0 3 + 0 3 )  
+72(01+03) 
+73 01+74 
B 7  equating ri(M) = r3{M'), there results sixteen 
homogeneous linear equations. In attempting to solve this 
S7Stem, one forces rather stringent conditions to be met b7 
the non-arbitrar7 invariants ci of the matrix M, A few 
cases where solutions will exist are listed below. 
Oi = 0 -k 0 
02 = 0 1 k 
03 = 0 +k 0 
04 = 1 1 1 
(k arbitrar7) 
In general, however, the onl7 solutions will be 
multiples of the identit7. 
The question arises in attempting to solve Equation (17) 
whether any non-s3m3motric solutions exist when non-trivial 
symmetric ones do not exist. The following theorem answers 
the question whenever A has at least one real root. In the 
case of all complex roots, the theorem is not true. 
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Theorem 4.11. If the matrix A has a real root and 
H{A)/^H(A') = "fclien the only elements in R(A)/^R{A') 
are falj. 
Proof: Suppose ri(A) = rg(A') are elements not in 
H(A), Then ri(A') = r2(A), so that ri{A') £. R(A), Hence 
ri{A)'ri(A') H(A) (£0) 
ri{A)+ri(A') ^  H(A) . (21) 
Since ri{A) is not the zero matrix, the matrix (20) is a 
positiTC multiple of the identity, say 
ri(A).ri(A') = al. (22) 
Similarly matrix (21) becomes 
ri(A)+ri(A') = 61 (23) 
where p may be zero. Equation (22) implies 
-^ri(A)-^i(A') = I (24) 
T/a VST 
and Equation (23) implies 
-tri(A') = (25) 
Va Va Va 
Equation (24) shows that J::_ri(A) is an orthogonal matrix. 
V® T 
Multiplying Equation (25) by_^^B»rx{A) and transposing gives 
-Cri(A)]^ - •^Cri(A)3 +1 = 0. (26) 
a  a  
Equation (26) implies that ri(A) has only two distinct 
roots, actually a complex pair because rj(A) was assumed 
not to be in H(A). 
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The matrix r^(A) must have multiple pairs of complcx 
roots so in particular it is of oven degree. Thus one can 
conclude that if A is odd degree, no such element ri(A} 
exists. If A is of even degree and has one real root, it 
therefore has two real roots, Henoe, ri(A) would have at 
least two real roots and thus cannot have only multiple 
complex pairs. 
The example, ~ ^  1 o)* that Theorem 4.11 
does not hold if a matrix has only complex roots. 
•It can be proved that H(A)/^H(A') is the algebra gen­
erated by the symmetric idempotents. It can also be proved 
that if A has all complex roots and rx(A) = r2(A'), then 
= rg[p(A)] . 
Iji illustrative example v;ill now be given which will 
employ much of the material of this chapter. 
Let A be similar to M whore 
CO 1 0 
0 0 1 
Cs Og Ci 
The characteristic equation of M is 
^(X) = X^-ciX^-csX-cs = 0, (27) 
The algebra H(M) for this case can have only two independent 
basis elements if M is assumed to have a pair of complcx 
roots. Then by Theorem 4.6, the matrix Mp(M) is a linear 
combination of the basis elements I and M+p(M). Thus 
Mp(M) = a[M+p(M)] + al (28) 
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where a and a are to be determined. Equation (28), when 
solved for p(M) ia 
p(M) = {M-aI)"^{aM+aI) 
p{M} = aI+(a^+aHM-aI), 
where a is not a characteristic root of M. Let a +a = ^ 
and the above equation becomes 
p{M) =» al+MM-al)-^. (89) 
Itom the characteristic equation of M, one can show 
(M-aI)"^=- i-r(M-aI)®-t-{3a-Ci) (M-al)+ (3a^-3aci-cs) l1. m 
^(o)^ 
Substituting in Equation (29) gives 
p{M) = aI--l-[{M-aI)®+(3a-Ci) (M-oI) + (3a®-2eci-C2)l] (31) 
4>(a) 
as the structure of the matrix p(M). 
By equating the traces^ of both sides of Equation (31) 
one obtains g . . (sg) 
itl'(a) 
To get another relationship between a and 6, one can use 
the square of Equation (31) and equate traces again. After 
considerable computation and reduction, the following equa­
tion in a results: 3 r' > 3 
(3a-ci) |)(a) « [<|)'(a)J . (33) 
Equation (33) when multiplied out and simplified, gives a 
poljrnomial in a with coefficients in terms of the invariants 
of the matrix M. This polynomial is 
^ tr p(M) = tr M, 
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3 ^ ^ ^ (2ci +9cicg4-2703)a -(ci +3ci ce+27cic3-90g) a 
3 
--(ci®02-9ci®c3+6cic2®)a-(ce^+cic3) «= 0, 
Ono needa only to solve for the real root of Equation 
(34) and hence to find p. As a consequence of Equations 
(32) and (33) , „ ®/tt~x13 p =y$(ar , (35) 
After finding a and p as outlined above, the polynomial 
p(M) can be constructed from Equation (31), After some sim­
plification this equation becomes 
p(M) « fM^+(a-Cx)M+(a^-aci-Cg) i]+al * (36) 
This direct method of computing p(M) can be applied to 
a 4x 4 matrix with two pairs of complex roots as the algebra 
H(M) would still only have two independent basis elements. 
The direct method as outlined abovo becomes quite tedious 
for higher order cases whore the number of basis elements 
in H(M) is larger than two. Another method of solution by 
finding rank one and rank two idempotents will bo given 
later. 
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T. CONSTRUCTION OF p(A) IF AN IDEMPOTENT BASIS 
FOE H(A) IS mom 
In this chapter it will be assumed that an idempotent 
basis for the algebra H{A) is known. Let h(A) be an ele­
ment of H(A), then ^ n-2}s: 
H(A) = C aiFl + C biOl, 
1=1 1=1 
where the Fi*s are rank two idempotents and the Gi's are 
rank one idempotents. In particular^ 
k nr2k 
A+p(A) aiFi biGi J (37) 
i=l i=l 
where the ai's and bi's must be determined. The following 
theorem will be proved, using the terminology above: 
Theorem 5*1. tr[^(A}Fi^ = tr(AFi^ 
(38) 
tr|p(A)Gi^ = trfAGiJ 
where tr X means trace of X, 
Proof: tr[p(A)Fi3 = tr [J"^A'JFijj = trfA'JFiJ"^) 
= tr[A'FfJ = tr{AFi^ , because 
Fi is a polynomial in A+p(A) and j[A+p(A)3 = A*+p(A') « 
The proof for the idempotents Gi is similar. 
Now, from Equation (37) above, one obtains, upon 
multiplying by Fj, 
AFj + p{A)Fj = a^Fj. (39) 
Equating the traces of both sides of Equation (39) and 
using Theorem 5.1. gives 
tr {AFj^+tr fp(A) Fj3 = Saj , 
or aj = tr(AFj} • ^|40) 
Now multiply Equation (37) by Gj and equate traces. 
This gives . ^ 
bj = 3 tr[AGjJ . (41) 
The ai's and bi's in Equation (37) are completely 
detennined from Equation (40) and (41). By transposing 
the matrix A, one obtains the matrix p(A). 
The results of this chapter demonstrate the ease of 
obtaining p(A) once the basis for H(A) is known. However, 
obtaining this basis is not an easy matter if there are 
many cbmplex roots. The next chapter will discuss the 
construction of a basis for H(A) . 
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VI. CONSTRUCTION OF AIT IDSJIPOTENT BASIS FOR H(A) 
In this chapter, methods for explicitly computing an 
idempotent basis for H{A) are derived, A method for finding 
rank one idempotents is given which is simpler though equiva­
lent to depressing the characteristic equation by its real 
roots. However, a special system of simultaneous quadratics 
is constructed which can be used to obtain all Idempotents, 
in particular those of rank two. This system is solvable 
by Newton's method of iteration. In connection with these 
simultaneous quadratics, several symmetric matrices are 
obtained which transform the previously defined matrix M 
into M', and hence give an unexpected theory of the solu­
tions of the matric equation AX = XA*. 
A, General Problem of Constructing a Basis 
If one is able to find a polynomial h(A) of H{A) 
which has the maximum number of distinct roots, this matrix 
h(A) will be derogatory (if A has any complex roots). By 
obtaining the greatest common divisor of the characteristic 
equation of h(A) and its derivative, one can find all of 
the rank two idempotents. 
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Of course, finding any non-trivial element of H(A} 
would be helpful, lor this purpose, one can use the more 
general statement of the theorem quoted on page two of the 
introductory chapter as a criterion which insures real 
roots. The method, however, is very difficult to apply. 
B. A Solution for Rank One Idempotents 
The matrix M is used here to facilitate computation. 
A rank one matrix will be a polynomial in M of degree n-1. 
Let this polynomial be 
Because the matrix G- is rank one, every second order 
minor must vanish. The top two rows of the matrix G are 
(xn xn-i xn-g ... X3 X2 Xi \ XiCn xicn-i+xn XiCn-s+Xn-i ... X1C3+X4 XiCgXs XiCi+Xg •• • • • # «  •  •  •  I  
•  •  •  • • • •  •  •  /  
By fixing Xi =» 1, the matrix will still have rank one, 
but will not in general be idempotent. Starting with the 
upper right 2x 2 minor in G one obtains the equations 
{Cg+X3) » X2(Xg+0i) 
2C2(03+X4) = Xstxa+Os) 
^^(CA+Xg) = X4(X4+C3) 
* 
Xn-2(on-i+xn) = xn-i(xn-i+cn-s) 
Xn-iCn ® xn(xn"*'0n-i) . 
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Substituting the left hand side of the first equation 
in the right hand sid# of the second, etc., one obtains 
C2+X3 = Xg(X2+Ci) 
C3+X4 = X3(X2+Ci) 
C4+Xg = X4(X2-^Ci) 
« 
cn-i"'"2h= xn-i(x2+ci) 
On = Xn(x2+Ci) 
Next, successively eliminate X3,X4, Xn and obtain a 
polynomial in Xg, namely 
Xi"* (X2 + Ci)"-Ci{X2 + Ci)'^"^-C2(X2 + Ci) ' , . .-Cn-l (X2 + C1)-Cji =0.(44) 
This is the characteristic polynomial in the variable (xg+Ci) 
from which a real Xg can be found. Equations (43) will then 
successively yield X3,X4,..,, xn. These values, together 
with Xi = 1, will explicitly determine G, Then the matrix 
trG 
will be idempotent. 
Go = rrr- (45) 
C, A CJeneral Method for Obtaining Idemi)0tents 
The fliiethod which will be derived ^n this section will 
first be demonstrated by an application to a general 4x4 
matrix, Let A be similar to M where 
/ o  1  0  0  
0  0  1 0  
M = 
0 0 0 1 
04 03 QL 
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The powers of M are given on page 29, Also let 
I  = X4M +X3M +X2M+X1I. 
The explicit form of P is 
jxx Xg X3 X4 
X4C4 X4C3+X1 X4C2+Xg 
X4C2 C4 
+X3C4 
S 
X4(CiC3+C4) 
+X3C3 
2 
X4(CiG2+C3) 
+X3Ce+Xi 
2 2 
X4C1+X3 
^ 4 ( 0 1  +  0 2 )  
+X3C1+XS 
3 
X4{0iC4+C2C4) X4(qLC3+C2Cg+CiG4) X4(CiCfe + Cs+QLC3+C4) X4{QL+2CICE + C3) 
+X3O1C4 +X3(CiC3 + C4) +X3(GiC3 + C4) +X3{Ci^+Cg) 
+XgC4 +XgC3 +XgCg +X2C1+X1 
By setting = F and equating the entries of the 
first row of this matric equation, one obtains the four 
equations 
0 0 0 \ 
0 0 C4 
0 0 C4 C1C4 
^ 0 C4 C1O4 C3_C4+C204^ 
( X i , X g , X 3 , X 4 )  / l  
0 
= Xi 
(Xi,Xg,X3,X4) 1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
03 
C3 Cl03'^C4 
2 C3 QLC3+G4 QIC3'^C203 
•'"Ci C4 
(48) 
= Xg 
(Xi,Xs,X3,X4) r 0 1 0 ^ ' Xi \ 0 1 0 O s  Xg 
1 0 0 1 0 2 + 0 3  X3 
0 Cg OLCg+C3 cfc2+o| 
+CiC3+O4' 
X3 
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{Xi,Xg,X3,X4) 0 0 0  
0 0 1  
0 1 Cl 
1 Cl 2  Ci  +  Cg  
1 
Cl 
8 
Ci + Cg 
X2 
Cl+SCiCg/ 
+ C,., / 
X3 
Xa 
= X4 
For brevity these equations will be designated by 
X Si X' = Xi , (i = 1>2,3,4). (48') 
It is to be noted that the matrix Si is made up of 
the first column of I, the first column of M, the first 
2 3 
column of M , and the first column of M , The matrix 
Sg is made up of the corresponding second columns, S3 of 
the third columns and S4 the fourth columns* 
The linear term on the right hand side of these four 
equations can be removed by the substitution Xi = Yi+j, 
- 781 ^3-73$ 2:4 = y4. Denote the new vector by 
7= (71,72,73,74). 
The equations (48) become 
fi = 7 Si y' = -J 
fg =  7  Sg y» = 0  
_i ^ (49) 
fs = 7 S3 y' = 0 
f4 = y S4 y' =0 . 
The four quadratic equations (49) can be solved 
simultaneously for all of the sets of values of the yi's. 
After finding each set of yi's, the corresponding xi's are 
found and hence the corresponding idempotent matrix F, 
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If it is desired to obtain only rank two idempotents 
from the Equations (49), one need only to require the trace 
of F to "be equal to two. That is 
trF = 4xi + cixg+(ci^+-2cg)x3+(ci''+3cic2+3c3)x4 = 2. 
Upon changing to the variables yi, one obtains the homo­
geneous linear equation 
Equation (50^ can be used in conjunction with Equations 
(49) to select only those solutions of (49) which will yield 
a rank two idempotent, 
Newton's method of iteration is suggested to solve the 
system (49). It will be shown that this iteration always 
converges in the general case if the initial values of the 
variables are sufficiently close to the solution. 
It is of interest to note that the matrix M prime 
coimnutes with each of the matrices Si of Equations (48), 
It will be shown that M prime commutes with each Si in the 
general case. 
It will now be proved that the results of this example 
axe true in general. 
4yi+ciyg+(ci^+2cg)y3+(0i^+3cic2+3c3)y4 = 0. (50) 
that is MSi = SiM' 
n . 
Let F = ^  XiM^"^ (51) 
i=l 
n 
and I'o = J' -
® i=l 
(52) 
Then the function F becomes 
Y = Fo^ - |l . (53) 
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Gonsider the functions 
where the Si and y are defined as before. 
The differential of Y in Equation (53) is 
dt « BFodFo ' ^OFo'^o 
f 1 » y Si y' 
fi = y Si y' (i = 2,3,.,,,n) 
-A , ^ ^ 
I • • •» 
(54) 
(55) 
while the differential of (fi,fg,•..,fn) from (54) is 
d(fi,f2,f3,..«,fn) = 2{dy)(Say»,S8y',S3y',...,Sny»). (56) 
The matrix (Siy*,SgySny*) « FQ by (58) and the defini 
tion of the Si, Furthermore, at y » (•!•,0,0,0), Y » 0 and 
fi « 0, (i=l,B,.,,,n). 
The first row of Equation (55) is the first row of 
and hence is the same as (56)^ Therefore the functions (54) 
are the same as the functions in the top row of (53), 
The basic condition for applying the Newton method of 
iteration^ to the equations 
requires the non-vanishing of the functional determinant, 
which in this case is 2jFo|, at the solutions. At the solu­
tions, the functional determinant is equal to where 
Ostrowski, A, gives an excellent exposition and improve­
ment of the Newton method in Konvergenzdiskussion und 
Fehlerabschatzung fur die Newton»sche Methode bei 
Gleichungssystemen« Commentarii Mathematici Helvotici. 
Tol. 9, p. 79-83. 1936-1937, 
fl « y Si y« - i « 0 
4 
fi = y Si yt » 0 (i'=2,3 n) 
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F is tho required idempotent, and since F has characteristic 
roots which are I's and O'a, the determinant is non-zero. 
D, Properties of the Si's, 
Theorem 6.1, MSi = SiM» , (57) 
Proof: The equation MSi = SiM' is equivalent to the 
kronecker product equation 
(MxM""^)8i' = Si* (58) 
whore t 
Si t s WBl 
, ei' is the i-th column of 
and 
Mx M .-1 
0 0 , . . 0 
0 0 • • • 0 
0 0 0 . . , 0 
• « • • 
CnM ^  cji-iM ^  On-gM ^  . c^M ^  
Direct multiplication verifies the theorem* 
The number of independent solutions of (58) is exactly 
n because Mx M"*^ has exactly n characteristic roots equal 
to one. Therefore the matrices Si,Sg,•,.,Sn, which are 
obviously linearly independent, are a basis for all solu­
tions of (57). In fact the following theorem holds: 
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Theorem 6.2. Let A = Q^Q,"^, Q, real, and let Ti = Q,SiQ,'. 
Then the real solutions of the matrlc equation 
AX « XA* 
are the linear set Ti,Tg,.,.,Tn . 
Proof: MSi = SiM' so that 
Hence ATi = TiA' , 
E. Numerical Example 
Consider the matrix 
^ 0 1 0 0 ^  
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 I 3 5 4 1} 
which has one pair of complex roots. The second and third 
powers of M are 
0 0 1 0 ^ 
0 0 0 1 
5 5 4 1 
\3 8 9 5 ! 
/o 0 0 1 
3 5 4 1 
3 8 9 5 
\ 15 28 28 14 
From Equation (44), one obtains the polynomial 
(X2+1)^-(X2+1)'^-4(XS+1)^-5(X2 + 1)-3 = 0, 
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which has the real roots - 2 and Xg = -2. Corresponding 
to these two solutions are 
Xl = 1 Xl = 1 
X2 = 2 X3 = -2 
X3 = 2 X3 = -2 
X 4  = 1 X4 = -3 
Therefore 
and 
M®+2M^+2M+I Gi 
Gq = M®-2M^-2M-3I 
are rank one matrices. Thus the matrices 
/ 1 2 2 1 \ 
, G"! 1 
<^01 = ^ 
7 
and 
G 
"•OS trGs 
1 
4 
3 6 6 3 
9 18 18 9 
\ 27 54 54 27 
/ -3 -2 -2 1 \ 
3 2 2 -1 
-3 -2 -2 1 
\ 3 2 2 
are rank one idempotents. The rank two iderapotent F can 
be found from 
P = I-G01-G02 
JL 
112 -28 -28 12 
52 36 72 20 -16 
-48 -44 8 4 
12 -28 -28 12i 
-47-
The matrix M+p(M) = aF + biGoi + 
(40) and. (41), one obtains 
a * -1 
bi » 6 
bg ® *"2 • 
Thorofore 
1 
p(M) - — |5M®-3M®-16M-ail] 
« A-
" 13 
3y Equations 
21 -16 —3 ® \ 
15 4 4 2 
6 25 18 6 
18 36 49 
. 
18 / 
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